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1.  INDIVIDUALS AND 
INTERACTIONS OVER PROCESSES 

AND TOOLS

2. WORKING SOFTWARE 

OVER COMPREHENSIVE 
DOCUMENTATION

3. CUSTOMER COLLABORATION 
OVER CONTRACT NEGOTIATION

4. RESPONDING TO CHANGE OVER 
FOLLOWING A PLAN˄

Developed in a Silicon 
Valley conference 
room by ~20 alliance 
managers – Not in a 
Utah ski lodge by 17 
developers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Agile mindset is captured through the Agile manifesto. The original manifesto was developed by 17 software developers at Utah ski resort  almost 20 years ago. The partnering manifesto was initiated by 20 alliance managers is a silicon valley conference room.  As you can see we did not deviate much from the original.Stays the same:  Individuals and interactions over processes and tools.  This is not to imply that processes and tools are unimportant. Only that individuals and interactions are more important. Required some rethinking, since software was not the ultimate goal of partnership but creating customer value is. And while governance is important, customer value is what drives revenue, marketshare, and other strategic outcomes of partnerships.Customer collaboration over contracts…we added partnerResponding to change over following a plan…no change. 



Twelve Principles 
of Agile Partnering
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Our highest priority is to 
satisfy the customer through 

early and continuous 
delivery of value.

Welcome changing 
requirements. Agile 

processes harness change 
for the customer’s 

competitive advantage.

Deliver working solutions 
frequently, from a couple of 

weeks to a couple of 
months, with a preference 
for the shorter timescale.

Business people and 
developers must work 

together daily throughout 
the partnership.

Build partnerships around 
motivated individuals. Give 
them the environment and 

support they need, then 
trust them to get the job 

done.

The most efficient and 
effective method of 

conveying information to 
and within the partner team 
is face-to-face conversation.

Working solutions for 
customer value is the 
primary measure of 

progress.

Agile processes promote 
sustainable partnerships. 

The partner teams and users 
should be able to maintain a 
constant pace indefinitely.

Continuous attention to 
partnering excellence and 

alignment enhances agility.

Simplicity — the art of 
maximizing the amount of 

work not done — is 
essential.

The best partnerships, 
solutions and business 

outcomes emerge from self-
organizing teams.

At regular intervals, the 
team reflects on how to 
become more effective, 

then tunes and adjusts its 
behavior accordingly.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are twelve principles of agile. These have been partnerized.  Let’s  call attention to some of the more prevalent ones.Customer is number one. Customer should be grounding focus of your partner relationship.  Customer value is delivered early and continuously.Change is welcome. In fact agile harnesses change to enhance customer value.  It is particularly interesting that this Agile principle looks all the way down the value chain to include creating competitive advantage for the customer.  Which is how we should think of how we create customer value propositions within partnerships.  I once interviewed  ‘a Partner” that the part owner type of partner at Accenture and when I asked him to characterize the business , he responded that  he was in the business of creating competitive advantage for his clients. Reflects the cross functional teams of business and technical  people who collaborate on a daily basis.Is a very important aspect of agile and one of the hardest to adhere to. Maximizing the amount of work NOT DONE. I have a personal weakness for that one. 12. Is about introspection and continuous improvement.  This happens with each sprint, but also at each major inflection point over the course of a partnership. Returning to the first principle about putting cutomers first. 
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